Image-guided access techniques.
For increasing safety in access and guidance of endoscopes and instruments, fast real-time radiologic imaging should be integrated. Open designed Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computer Tomography (CT), and Electron Beam Tomography (EBT) scanners permit adequate transparency of the operative field. CT and EBT as hybrid scanners can be combined with fluoroscopy. MRI avoids X-ray exposure and entails the possibility of 3D localisation, while open access and keyhole imaging allows nearly real-time guidance of instruments. EBT has the largest gantry (90 cm) for using long instruments, and the image acquisition requires only 50 msec (34 images/sec at 8 levels). However, computed reconstruction of the data takes about 3 times longer than conventional CT. Until EBT can be accelerated, CT will be the golden standard of guidance-techniques in high risk areas, because the tips of the instruments can be precisely visualised within +/- 0.5 mm (MRI: 3.5 mm). MRI-guidance can be used for low risk access techniques. This safe interactive transparent guidance technique has the potential to reduce complications, and it adds significant advantages to micro-invasive operative procedures such as percutaneous diskectomies, pain and cancer therapy with ethanol, or gene-technology implants in the new field of "surgical tomography".